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Region Original Income (PAD) is mirroring from economic potential region, for that the central government makes PAD as one of criteria in giving autonomy region and ideally source PAD can contribute a great deal of entire region incomes is compared with income from other source. PAD in Metro as one of size in independence only give average contribution 6,2% towards city acceptance of Metro in the year estimation 2001-2008, average of growth PAD city of metro as big as 26,85% and average target performance PAD as big as 115,6%.

The problem in this research is how performance PAD in Metro city year estimation 2001-2008 and it efforts government in increasing PAD in Metro city. The aim from this writing are (1) to detect performance in every source PAD in Metro city year estimation 2001-2008 (2) to detect the efforts that done to increase PAD that seen based on affectivity level, contribution, and growth.

Research result shows the performance PAD in Metro city that measures with achievement a target, contribution and growth shows performance not optimal yet. Region acceptance performance based on region original income sources (PAD) in Metro city not optimal yet, especially acceptance that based on restaurant tax, comfort tax, advertisement tax, market tax, terminal tax, and parking tax. Strategy that can be token to increase PAD in Metro city are; a) giving administration sanction like increase from credit tax or demolition b) especially for acceptance post is supervision in withdrawal tax and in giving facility to kind facilities gift towards tax payer c) taxation administration repair covers addiction mobility, and increase the quality of human resources d) dig acceptance up sources that has potential to developed.